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Hi, my name is Cait. 

I’m moving from Boston to Chicago in 2014.

I want information on the area, so I  Type in my zipcode…

I get information on:
 Schools
 Transportation
 Crime
 Housing
 Energy, 
 Zoning,
Water,  
 Tax incentives 
 Etc.

1.

2. 3. I can sign up for :
Weather alerts
 Crime notices
 Health advisories
 Suggestions of services that 
may benefit me



I do not know what public information and services 
are available to me when I need and want them. 

And when would that be?
 Points of catchment (ex. I am moving, my 
children are starting school, I have a health 
condition, it is election day)

The Problem?



Whose problem is this? 
• Resident – person currently seeking 

information on many different sites.

• Service provider – duplicating services, 
wasting money advertising in the wrong 
places, not fulfilling mission. 

• Government – perceived as irrelevant, 
unnavigable. Currently not able to leverage 
their own data for better service provision. 



Our Design Principles

Active vs. Passive 

Place based data architecture 

Events as engagement motivators

User choice

Perfect is the enemy of the good



Our Solution
• Build a framework to streamline the collection and use 
of data by citizen facing applications and services

– Phase 1: Build framework & service

– Phase 2: Learn. Identify life events with common data 
requirements. 

– Phase 3: Make tools available that provide the information 
needed to the resident at these catchment points



Source API Source API

Cloud-based, NoSQL data platform

Service interface

New Source API
(Specify location and 

update interval)
Crime Zoning

Unemployment Centers

Info in 
your area

What’s up?

Well then, here’s some more 
useful information. 

Can we keep you updated?



Architecture (Phase One)
PHASE ONE: Platform and Service

 Large distributed NoSQL architecture that is cloud-based that is 
able to answer spatially relevant queries via a RESTful API

 Hadoop, MongoDB and consider PostGIS if we stage certain 
data

 A service runs on top of this
 Users/ clients provides coordinates (via some requirements--

RESTful API, etc.) and is delivered all data about those 
coordinates

 This platform draws on N sources of data from government via 
an Admin Interface and ETLs

 There are many, many applications that can be built on this 
system



Development on the Platform

. 

PHASE TWO: Opt-in Catchment (Learning about 
needs)

Gather information about users and how/ what 
information they receive. Learn what information is 
needed at what point. 

Create proof of concept through an opt-in model of 
information delivery

PHASE THREE: 
More active marketing and delivery of government/NGO 

information and services. 



Implementation
1. Build framework through Public/Private 

partnership. Smart Chicago + City of 
Chicago is working on a portion of this 
already

2. Push NGO to scale and develop platform 
with government and philanthropic funding

3. When the government is ready, take in 
feedback and user information, and send out 
more active information and services. 



Business Model?
• Sustainability?

– Government – free for end user
– Philanthropy – free for end user
– Private – charges gov’t or user for app services 

using open data. 
• Initial estimate is that it would take 2.5M to 

fully implement this solution through Phase 2
• To prove this concept, we recommend an 

investment by government and philanthropy 
to prove the concept and use data to 
determine the appropriate business model



Future Conversations
 We need to plan now to ensure clear 

rules, governance, and penalty for abuse 
of this data. 

 The private sector will build this to 
provide needed data to residents, unless 
the government gets there first. This data 
will likely not be provided for free or with 
the same level of integrity. 



Recommendations
 Build it

 Convene a group to govern the use of 
this platform, and the kinds of 
applications that can/will be built upon it

 Decide how far we go as an ‘active’ 
government


